USA Wire & Cable, Inc. is a global distributor of electrical wire and cable to industrial markets. With over 120 years of combined experience, we serve all 50 states and over 50 countries. Engineering and construction firms trust our extensive cable knowledge and experience to provide detailed specification reviews. You can leverage our knowledge of cable design and our relationships with the highest-quality American manufacturers to add value and avoid costly errors on your next project.

With over 100 power plants under our belt, we remain committed to building relationships with integrity. We use quality USA-made products and services to best impact our economy and help build a strong future for our country.

Our corporate office and main distribution facility is in Austin, Texas, right in the heart of the country. We also have cable management centers in Arizona and Virginia, which allow us to serve any project in the USA within 48 hours.

Let our experienced industrial salesforce help you with your next project or quote.

WE STOCK:
- Instrumentation
- Thermocouple
- Control Cable
- Tray Cable Control
- Tray Cable Power
- Single Conductor Power 600v
- Portable Power
- Medium Voltage 5kv-35kv MV-105
- Armored Cable
- Fiber Optic Cable
- High Temperature Wire
- Bare Copper Ground Wire
- Solar Cable and Connectors
- VFD Cable

Keeping America Powered
The quality standard for Cable Management Services.

**Specification clarification and interpretation**
We offer unbiased assistance to make sure your specifications are up to date and that the materials furnished meet or exceed your expectations. In addition, we can assist with value-added engineering and can recommend construction alternatives.

**Pre-purchasing bulk wire and cable for your project**
Once under contract, we can acquire all the wire and cable for your project, ensuring on-time delivery and eliminating guesswork.

**Storage**
The cable can be stored at our secure indoor facility or at the job site – wherever the project dictates.

**Packaging**
Cable can be cut to circuit length, then wrapped and labeled with metal tags with all applicable identifying information.

**Shipping**
Cable can be shipped in an upright rolling position on a flatbed trailer for easy unloading at the job site. Your cable arrives free of damage and ready to use. This minimizes freight claims and costly rescheduling of field resources.

**Documentation and reporting**
By monitoring the cable down to each specific reel, waste can be minimized, and usage trends can be identified. This ensures a continuous flow of product throughout the life of your project.

**End-of-project disposal**
Remaining product in appropriate lengths can be retained in our inventory. This service eliminates the common practice of job-end random sale or scrapping of leftover cable.

We work for you, THE CUSTOMER, not a product line, manufacturer or shareholder.

---

**WE OFFER INVENTORY FROM MANY LEADING USA MANUFACTURERS:**

Alpha • AmerCable • Amphenol • Coleman • Continental • Dekoron • Draka • General Cable Lake • Nehring • Nexans • Okonite • Prysmian • Rockbestos • Service Wire • Southwire
“For those of us who have managed large cable inventories, which are labor intensive, and require lots of space and expensive cutting equipment — USA Wire and Cable is the solution”